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Made on the basis of 2012 harvest, considered by professionals as the century 
harvest, this Nature Brut is incredibly cool and fruty, allowing to taste the 
aromatic, subtle and complexe potential of our terroir. What better way to 
celebrate 60 years of our house's wine making activity. In limited edition, it will 
be suggested only the very good years. Nature Brut will pair very well with fish 
or cheese. 

Blends :
70 % meunier
15 % chardonnay 
15 % pinot noir

Working in the vineyards :
- Chablis pruning for the Chardonnay and Pinot Noir and Guyot pruning for the Meunier
- Yields controlled by extensive de-budding and trellising work in the spring 
- Hand-harvesting with grapes sorted on the vine
- Mechanical Weep Control

Vinification :
- Our grapes are pressed on the property, using a 4000-kg membrane press (quality 
approved by the CIVC), which allows us to closely control the quality of our juices.
- Vinification in temperature-controlled tanks, cooling period, malolactic fermentation 
carried out.
- Low sulphits (added only at the harvest)

Ageing :
3 years in our cellar. Ageing potential 2-3 years, and more for exceptional years.

Tasting :
"Wine with a bright yellow robe, multi-facetted of elegant, crystalline and clear 
glints, endowed with an elegant bubble and with a persistent corona. Intensity is 
subtly mineral suggesting a white fruity character like mirabelle plum. The mouth 
attack offers an outstanding tonicity, where in final it reveals notes of dried fruits 
finely roasted." Frédéric Pagneux, Advisor Wine Waiter

Food-champagne pairing :
- Hollandaise arctic char with Champagne
- Violet asparagus puff pastry with mousseline sauce
- Tender chaource with spelt pancake 

Conditionnement :
Case of 6 bouteille (75 cl)

Dosage :
0 g/litre
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